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ABSTRACT

This work proposes a system complexity metric and its application to Intensive Care Unit (ICU) system. The methodology for

applying said complexity metric comprises: (i) parameters sensitivity indices calculation, (ii) mapping connections dynamics

between system components, and (iii) system’s complexity calculation. After simulating the ICU computer model and using the

proposed methodology, we obtained results regarding: number of admissions, number of patients in queue, length of stay, beds

in use, ICU performance, and system complexity values (in regular or overloaded operation). As the number of patients in

queue increased, the ICU system complexity also increased, indicating a need for policies to promote system robustness.

Introduction

In critical care, we usually need to connect diverse interdependent entities to build a cohesive system capable to provide health

recovery to patients. Those characteristics make the Intensive Care Unit (ICU) a complex system whose behavior is determined

by rules that may change according to different needs1–3 (for instance, the different medical protocols). From admission to

minimum operating conditions, multidisciplinary teams work cooperatively and effectively to achieve goals related to critical or

potentially seriously sick patients recovery. In addition to human resources, critical care units need various devices, equipment

and medicine, and this represents a significant cost for hospital management. Measuring ICU complexity can be useful to

understand the health system dynamics in intensive care context, and the impact of small changes of some variables.

To address critical care mechanisms complexity, we need to see health care reality as a set of heterogeneous components

that act as a whole. According to Morin4, complexity is a tissue of heterogeneous constituents inseparably associated or the

tissue of events, actions, interactions, feedback, determinations and accidents that make up our phenomenal world.

Nature itself is characterized by complex organization patterns that combine regularity and randomness in its structure and

behavior5, 6. Recurring patterns are often found in nature’s ever-changing configurations, and even limited number of rules or

laws may produce complex structures, e.g. DNA consists of strings of the same four nucleotides, yet no two individuals are

exactly alike. This characteristic is known as perpetual novelty and is present in most complex systems3. For some decades,

several studies have been addressing complexity as the quality of being complex or as scientific field with several branches3, 7–10.

These studies identify that complex systems may have some of these characteristics: non-linearity, emergence, self-organization,

diversity, interdependence, evolution, and perpetual novelty, among others.

In intensive care context, we focus on two aspects: diversity and interdependence. From materials to people, we may

observe diversity of intensive care service in terms of devices, equipment, drugs, procedures and professionals (physicians,

residents, nurses, physiotherapists and technicians). According to Page1, diversity may enhances robustness of complex system

maintaining its functionality, in addition to drive innovation and productivity. However if one part strongly coupled with others

is affected, the whole system may be compromised11, 12.

By observing these aspects at the ICU environment, we may analyze: (i) the diversity based on resources needed to intensive

care and (ii) the interdependence based on adverse events cases. In addition to the impact on patients physical integrity, adverse

events result in increased health care costs due to longer hospital stays; they affect health professionals psychologically and



undermine confidence in medical staff. These implications have led to studies on safety culture that ensures early identification

and prevention of major groups of adverse events13, 14.

According to Rafter et al.13, methods such as Global Trigger Tool and Harvard Medical Practice Study were developed to

identify adverse events through systematic charts review. Although these methods have applicability and sensitivity, the review

process lack of standardization generates differences in obtained results, which makes it difficult to report. Despite the lack of

reliable information on adverse events, studies estimate that between 4% and 17% of hospital admissions are associated with

adverse events, and one to two thirds of these are preventable.

Research developed by Rothschild et al. revealed that 45% of adverse events recorded in a university tertiary hospital ICU

were preventable, encompassing 223 serious errors, of which 11 were considered potentially fatal. These results reinforce

the risks associated with critical care and the greater probability of adverse events in this environment. Therefore the careful

assessment of preventable intercurrences profile is needed to act directly in prevention.

Forster et al.15 investigated whether adverse events are associated with length of stay at ICU and mortality. Adverse events

were observed in 19% of ICU patients and refer to (i) procedural complication, (ii) nosocomial infection, (iii) adverse drug

event, (iv) surgical complication, (v) therapeutic error, (vi) system error, and (vii) diagnostic error. The number of preventable

events was 6/18, 8/13, 2/12, 0/6, 5/5, 1/1 and 1/1, respectively. As research findings, adverse events were independently

associated with an average increase in hospital length of stay of 31 days, however a significant statistical association of adverse

events and mortality was not found.

As length of stay at the ICU increased, the number of available beds decreased, which affects new patients admission.

Using queuing theory and sensitivity analysis, McManus et al.16 assessed the impact of bed unavailability on ICU performance

in a pediatric hospital during a 2 year period. Based on the admission, discharge and turn-away data, the authors observed that

rejection rate increased exponentially as ICU utilization exceeded 80%. This behavior was confirmed from results given by the

queuing model, which also allowed to predict system performance from changes in unit size.

The unavailability of ICU beds obstructs entry flow, generating queues and even deaths due to delayed admission. Cardoso

et al.17 analyzed outcomes of an ICU during 12 months: from 401 admissions, 125 patients were immediately admitted and

276 patients had delayed admission, resulting in 47 (37.6%) and 138 (50%) non-survivors, respectively. The authors verified

that each waiting hour was independently associated with a 1.5% increased death risk at ICU. Another study, developed by

Town et al.18, verified the relationship between ICU readmission rates and ward cardiac arrest per 12-hour shift and available

ICU beds at each shift start. The authors used data collected between 2009 and 2011 at a tertiary care academic medical center

with 63 adult ICU beds and 272 adult general inpatient ward beds. As ICU bed availability decreased, readmission rate to the

ICU within twenty-four hours and cardiac arrest rate among all ward patients increased.

The ICU system overload makes critical care environment more susceptible to errors or negligence, requiring greater staff

attention and cooperation. Based on a game-theoretic experiment, Guazzini et al.19 verified that humans accurately estimate the

benefits of collaboration when facing hard problems. Thus the staff behavioral responses in ICU environment may change

according to the situation complexity.

Although there are studies on the intensive care complexity2, 20, 21, none of them applies complexity metrics and sensitivity

analysis at the same time. Considering the restricted number of resources in intensive care, stay extension at the ICU due to

adverse events, financial costs for the heath system, psychological and physical problems associated to adverse events or beds

unavailability, this paper presents quantitative study on ICU complexity and applies sensitivity analysis for defining relevance

of connections between elements. We propose a complexity metric that considers both internal and external factors, measuring

the impact generated on outputs due to parameters variation, such as resources and patient arrival rate, in order to use sensitivity

indices as connections weights.

The rest of the paper addresses the complexity of intensive care system of adult patients. We propose a computer-based

model of intensive care units based on literature data, and a simulated flow that includes the patient arrival, resource demand,

patient stay at ICU until discharge, and adverse events occurrence. The underlying disease and presence of comorbidities were

not addressed in this paper, since each patient is seen in the simulation process as a person requiring intensive care regardless of

what brought them to the ICU. In the next section, the theoretical framework is presented. Then, in the methodology section,

the proposed complexity metric and the developed ICU modeling are presented. The results obtained from simulations of the

ICU computational model are presented and discussed in the next sections, leading to some conclusions and proposed future

work presented in the last section.

Theoretical background

This section presents theoretical bases necessary to understand the proposed methodology and obtained results. The concepts

of (i) systems and models, (ii) system complexity, and (iii) sensitivity analysis are briefly described.
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Systems, models and simulation

Systems are composed of units that interact with each other through connections and with the environment through boundary

components. Connectivity allows materials, energy and messages to flow. These units or system components working together

achieve results that could not be obtained by individual components22–24. According to the systemness principle defined by

Systems Science12, 25, systems have the quality of encompassing subsystems and being encompassed by larger systems at the

same time. Thus, systems are differentiated by their properties, which are: (i) totality – the internal cohesion among elements

and boundaries components, (ii) composition – the elements and their interactions, (iii) internal organization – the way its

structure performs functions, and (iv) external organization – the interaction rules with the environment12, 25, 26.

System modeling is the process of representing the system through behavior rules and interaction with the environment.

Several studies and analysis can be performed using the model, to avoid costs, risks, or inconvenience of manipulating the

real system27. During the modeling process, it is necessary to define which elements and interactions will be considered. The

abstraction must consider all details necessary for the study, without addressing irrelevant particularities. The system model is

the simplified representation of the real system, which can be built by different modeling techniques. The choice of technique

depends on the modeler’s experience and research emphasis28.

One of the techniques used to model real systems is Discrete Event System (DES) modeling. This technique refers to the

class of systems that depend on events occurrence to evolve. The events are the result of intentional actions (spontaneous

occurrence) or of actions triggered upon verification of a certain condition. These actions promote system state changes at

random time intervals29. Both the events and states that describe discrete event systems can be mapped into finite discrete sets

in the modeling process28.

Using the model, input parameters can be manipulated during experiments. Based on chosen scenarios, historical (real

values) or hypothetical parameters values are applied to the model to observe the outputs29. These experiments can be performed

using simulation, which aims to reproduce the modeled system dynamics behavior30. Thus, the output analysis allows to

understand the system’s functioning and to define strategies to improve its operation.

System’s complexity metrics

Systems complexity comprises the system as an interacting whole (the parts interacting with each other and the whole interacting

with the environment). Complex behaviors can be generated by simple mechanisms with simple interactions, as in the game

of chess, in which different strategies and patterns emerge from a few rules and elements31. From a behavioral perspective,

complexity is a subjective matter, since the system’s behaviors are described by those who observe the system32, 33.

Complex systems have the following characteristics: (i) nonlinearity – the superposition property absence, since only linear

relations are represented by partial processes that can be superimposed to obtain the total process22, (ii) emergence – the quality

of systems related to collective behavior, it is difficult to predict or explain8, 34, (iii) self-organization – the ability to adjust

its operation to establish its own rules and generate new behavior patterns without external intervention1, 35, 36 (iv) diversity –

heterogeneity of its member agents, allowing for cooperative relations1, (v) interdependence – the level of influence existing

between system parts and the whole11, and (vi) evolution – the ability to develop trajectory in space and time by recombining

structures that compose the system3.

The literature presents several complexity metrics, which are used to compare different systems of same nature or different

configurations for the same system. Deacon and Koutroufinis5 and Gell-Mann37 propose that complexity consists of the balance

between order and disorder, regularity and randomness. Thus, the ideal complexity metric considers completely random and

completely ordered organizations as low complexity and intermediate organizations as high complexity. Considering the system

under study, Lloyd38 lists forty system complexity metrics in three groups: (i) description difficulty, (ii) creation difficulty, and

(iii) degree of organization. Complexity metrics can be based on entropy39, degree of hierarchy10, algorithmic information

content40, 41, computational capacity42, thermodynamic depth 43, statistics44, fractal dimension45, logical depth46, dynamic

depth5, amount of information34, size8, and connections47.

Sensitivity analysis

Sensitivity analysis allows measuring the impact generated on system outputs due to variations in input variables48–50. The

results obtained by the sensitivity analysis are used to: (i) indicate the need to simplify the model built to represent the system,

(ii) investigate errors cause, (iii) verify how sensitive the system is to variations based on the relationship between input and

output variables, (iv) confirm the correct processing of input parameters, (v) fix input variables that are not relevant, and

(vi) identify regions of interest with regard to complexity and stability of the system50–52. Figure 1, adapted from Gomes

(2020)53, illustrates the sensitivity analysis process for a system with n input parameters given by x1,x2, · · · ,xi, · · ·xn.

Using local sensitivity analysis, we first investigate the parameters reference values that drive the system to its best

performance. Thus, we define these reference values set, called the base case
−→
β , given by:
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Figure 1. Sensitivity analysis cycles using the one-at-a-time method.

−→
β = [x

β
1 ,x

β
2 , · · · ,x

β
i , · · · ,x

β
n ] (1)

where x
β
i is the reference value for xi parameter. After defining the parameter base value, we must choose a set of values for

each parameter in the range between -100% and 100% from the base value. In Figure 1, we can see that the analysis cycle is

performed for each system parameter. While modifying one parameter (red arrow), other are kept constant (blue arrows) in their

reference values Thus, we can check the system’s sensitivity to each xi parameter variations. This analysis comprises scenarios

definition, that is, different values of the parameter under analysis in the variation range combined with the reference values of

other parameters. These scenarios are simulated (or applied to the real system) and the obtained outputs are stored in
−→
Yi .

Among sensitivity analysis methods48, 50, 52, 54, Eschenbach and McKeague55 propose a visual method using a graph called

spider diagram. Figure 2, adapted from Pannell51, illustrates a spider diagram considering system sensitivity analysis with three

input parameters: x1, x2 and x3. Figure 2 shows the output values in the ordinate axis, the input parameters variation from the

base value in the abscissa axis and, the ordered pairs corresponding to analyzed scenarios using markers.
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Figure 2. Hypothetical spider-diagram of the system sensitivity analysis with three input parameters.

In the spider diagram illustrated in Figure 2, all parameters can be modified in the range of −100% to 100% from the

base value given by
−→
β . However, in practical situations, some parameters may have physical limitations that restrict this
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variation range. Even with such restrictions, the parameter can have high sensitivity. The more sensitive the parameter, the

greater its impact on the system output (the greater the difference between obtained output values concerning the output value

corresponding to
−→
β scenario). Based on this statement, Gomes56 proposes a method called the area method to obtain the

sensitivity indices of input parameters. The spider diagram analysis interval is defined by the analyst, considering possible

parameter restrictions.

The area method consists of the relationship between areas defined by the parameter curves. The axis parallel to the abscissa

axis in the spider diagram is called the base axis. Thus, the areas between each parameter curve and the base axis correspond to

the parameter contribution in relation to the total area. The parameter’s sensitivity index is given by:

Sa
xi
=

Axi

∑
n
i=1 Axi

(2)

where Sa
xi

is the sensitivity index of xi parameter, Axi
is the area formed by the variation curve of xi parameter and the base axis,

n is the number of input parameters53.

Methodology

This section presents the methodology for calculating system complexity using modeling and simulation. We also present the

intensive care unit (ICU) model for applying sensitivity analysis and complexity calculation.

Proposed complexity metric

The proposed complexity metric uses sensitivity indices to calculate complexity. These indices are used as connections weights

of the system under study. Figure 3 illustrates the steps to apply the proposed metric. Based on the system model, we carry out

the pre-analysis, when we define: (i) base scenario or base case, (ii) parameters variation range, and (iii) analysis interval in the

spider diagram.

start

determine parameters 

reference values

define range of 

parameters

set analysis interval in 

spider diagram

calculate sensitivity 

indices

calculate system 

complexity

end

  

p
re
-a
n
a
ly
si
s

Figure 3. Proposed methodology action flow.

Using the area method, we can calculate the system parameters sensitivity indices, according to expression (2)56. The

output variable can be defined as the system performance. Considering modifying the reference values using one-at-a-time

method, we can get performance values corresponding to different scenarios. Thus, the parameters can be related to the different

system connections through sensitivity indices. For example, the connection between components A and B can be related to

parameters x2, x3 and x5. Therefore, this connection relevance γc would be equal to the sum of these parameters sensitivity

indices (Sa
x2
+Sa

x3
+Sa

x5
). Finally, we propose that the system complexity is calculated by:

ψ(c,γ) =
ρ

∑
i=1

[γci
−P(ci) · log2 P(ci)] (3)

where ψ(c,γ) is the system complexity based on weighted connections, ρ is the number of active connections at each instant,

P(ci) is the connection probability ci to occur, and γci
is the connection relevance ci.

The connection occurrence probability P(ci) can be theoretical or experimental, according to the system analysis. The

number of active connections ρ is given during system operation, where the expression (3) is calculated at each instant. The

connection relevance γci
is obtained by the sum of parameters sensitivity indices directly related to the connection ci.
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Intensive Care Unit model

The intensive care unit proposed model is defined based on the ICU patients flow. In summary, the model consists of the

patients arrival, demand for resources, patients permanence in the ICU, adverse events occurrence, and patients exit after being

discharged or dying. These relationships can be modeled as connections between system elements, as illustrated in Figure 4.

patient staff

adverse

event

bed

equipmentICU

queue

patients

arrival
patients

exit

Figure 4. Connection-based ICU model.

The ICU patient flow starts by requesting an ICU bed. The patient waits in queue until resources are available and the

intensivist physician confirms his/her admission. If the patient is admitted, resources are allocated, the patient occupies an ICU

bed and receives care from staff. If the patient is not admitted, the bed request is canceled. In the case of hospitalization, the

length of stay in ICU is increased whenever an adverse event occurs. During his/her stay in ICU, the patient can die. When the

patient is discharged or dies, the resources are deallocated and the patient flow ends, as shown in Figure 5.

start
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available resources?
no

yes

intensivist physician 
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admitted patient?
yes
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patient occupies bed
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ICU

adverse event? extended time in ICU
yes

no

death in ICU?

no

patient receives medical 

discharge due to death

yes

patient receives medical 

discharge due to 

recovery

resources are 

deallocated

end

no

Figure 5. ICU Patient Flow.

Considering the ICU patient flow shown in Figure 5, the system dynamics are defined according to probability distributions.

The system can be expressed in terms of states and events to perform system simulation of discrete events. The set of discrete

states of patients in intensive care unit is: (i) in queue waiting for admission, (ii) in consultation with an intensivist physician,

(iii) refused admission, (iv) hospitalized, (v) recovered, and (vi) deceased. The set of events is: (i) patient arrival (registration of

vacancy demand), (ii) evaluation of patient’s clinical status, (iii) refusal of admission, (iv) admission, (v) allocation of resources,

(vi) occurrence of adverse event, (vii) death, (viii) patient exit (discharged patient or deceased patient), and (ix) resource

deallocation.

In the proposed model, the queue is modeled by priorities. The moment resources are available, the priority patient is

evaluated by the intensivist. The patient’s hospitalization admission or refusal depends on prognosis and potential benefit

generated by therapeutic interventions. The admission criteria and discharge from the intensive care unit are established
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according to the ICU Admission, Discharge, and Triage Guidelines, accepted by the Society of Critical Care Medicine57. Thus,

patients referred for ICU admission are prioritized according to their condition, as expressed in Table 1.

admission recovery therapeutic support need for need for

priority probability limitation intervention monitoring

1 high no yes yes

2 high no no yes

3 low yes yes yes

4 low yes no yes

5 null yes yes yes

Table 1. Patient admission priority classification.

Patients classified as priority 2 and priority 4 according to Table 1 have a high risk of needing immediate intervention, so

they should be monitored. Patients assessed as priority 5 are usually terminally ill, dying or potential organ donors, indicated to

be in ICU only when there is a medical specification.

The intensive care unit is an open system in which patients can arrive at any time. Thus, the number of patients in queue

and resource usage vary over time. Here, we propose ICU performance metric such as the relationship between the number of

admissions na, length of stay ls, number of patients in queue nq, and number of beds in use nb for a given period of time. The

ICU performance metric expression is given by:

ηicu =

na

nare f

+
lsre f

− ls

lsre f

+
nqre f

−nq

nqre f

+
nb

nbre f

4
(4)

where the variables nare f
, lsre f

, nqre f
and nbre f

are fixed at the maximum reference value of variables na, ls, nq e nb, respectively.

The complexity measure is calculated using (3) during simulation of the model shown in Figure 4. Each patient in queue

adds a connection to the system and when hospitalized the patient adds three to four connections. After admission, the patient

connects with the bed, the equipment, the staff, and the adverse events (if affected by any adverse event).

Results

The intensive care unit proposed model represents connections between system elements. Patients in queue establish a

connection with the patient in front of them or with the intensivist physician at the time of admission. When admitted, the

patient establishes a connection with the bed, equipment, staff, and adverse events (if they occur). Initially, we defined

the optimized system configuration case: an adequate resources number to meet demand and adverse events rate equal to

non-preventable events rate.

In the optimized case, patient arrival rate represented a normal distribution with 36 hours mean and 4 hours standard

deviation, N(36,4). In other words, every 36 hours on average there is one ICU bed request. Patients were ranked by priority,

as follows: 35% for Priority 1, 50% for Priority 2, 7% for Priority 3, 7% for Priority 4, and 1% for Priority 5. The waiting

queue type was first in, first out (FIFO), conditioned to priority ordering. As for resources, the ICU configuration consisted of

10 beds, 100% of equipment, and 100% of the staff workload, with a 5% addition margin. This margin refers to cases in which

the professional needs to extend their working hours, for example, cardiac resuscitation close to the staff’s shift change. The

admission refusal rate was set at 10%. For each admitted patient, the following were allocated: one bed, from 6% to 12% of the

total equipment and from 6% to 12% of the staff’s workload, following a uniform distribution U(6,12) for equipment and staff.

The ICU average length of stay, in days, was related to the patient’s priority58, represented by a normal distribution equal to:

N(8,3) for Priority 1, N(5,2) for Priority 2, N(7,1) for Priority 3, N(7,1) for Priority 4 and N(30,7) for Priority 5.

Based on the medical literature13–15, the adverse event rate was set at 12%. For each adverse event occurrence, patient

length of stay was increased by a period between 15 and 45 days, represented by a U(15,45) uniform distribution. The ICU

death rate was set at 20%. The patient leaves when he or she is discharged or dies, situations in which it’s reserved resources

are deallocated. For cases of admission refusal, the patient leaves the system before entering the ICU room. Patients who

received intensive care can be classified as (i) recovered with no adverse event history, (ii) deceased with no adverse event

history, (iii) recovered with adverse event history, and (iv) deceased with adverse event history.
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The System performance was measured using the expression (4) represented metric, which relates the admissions number

na, length of stay ls, patients in queue nq and beds in use nb. The values of the variables nare f
, lsre f

, nqre f
and nbre f

present in the

expression (4) were determined through experiments, considering the maximum value that each variable can assume.

To determine the variables na, ls, nq and nb maximum values, the length of stay distribution representing all patients is first

calculated. Mean and standard deviation values were weighted by the frequency of each patient’s priority. The result obtained

was equal to 6.58 days in ICU on average with an 2.26 days average standard deviation. Thus, the maximum ICU stay was

estimated as the average (6.58 days) plus three deviations, that is, approximately 14 days. As 12% of patients have adverse

events and their time in the ICU increases on average 30 days, the maximum time was recalculated, considering that 88% of

total patients would be hospitalized for 14 days and 12% of patients would stay in the ICU for about 44 days, resulting in a

maximum time of 17.6 days.

Then, the maximum queue size was calculated, considering critical arrival rates: N(4,4), N(6,4) and N(12,4). The average

of these arrival rates means resulted in 7.33 hours, which would correspond to an average of 3 patients arriving per day and

1194 patients per year (simulated period) approximately. If a minimum number of patients were treated during the year, that is,

when each patient length of stay was maximum (17.6 days), the total number of patients who would go into an ICU with 10

beds would be 207. Thus, the maximum queue size would be 990 patients approximately.

The maximum admitted patients was calculated based on the average length of stay distribution N(6.58,2.26). Considering

adverse events rate, we consider that 88% of the total number of patients admitted stays in ICU for 6.58 days and 12% stays

for 36.58 days, on average. Therefore, the average length of stay is 10.18 days. In one year, 360 patients, approximately, are

admitted into an ICU with 10 beds.

We define the reference for the maximum number of beds in use as 85% of the total beds. Thus, the bed availability is kept

within the expected limits for the ICU, according to McManus16. Since the modeled ICU has 10 beds, whenever the mean

number of beds in use exceeds 8.5, the expression (5) determines the fourth installment numerator of performance metric. This

modeling is a way to penalize situations in which the ICU is working at its limit.

{

nb if nb < 8.5

nbre f
−5 · (nb −nbre f

) if nb ≥ 8.5
(5)

Table 2 summarizes the calculated values for the variables nare f
, lsre f

, nqre f
and nbre f

, which represent maximum reference

values for the variables na, ls, nq and nb, respectively.

variable value description (maximum mean value of...)

nare f
360 ...admissions number

lsre f
17.6 ...length of stay

nqre f
990 ...number of patients in queue

nbre f
8.5 ...number of beds in use

Table 2. Reference values for variables na, ls, nq and nb.

After defining probabilistic distributions and reference values for calculating system performance, we performed the ICU

parameters sensitivity study: number of beds nbed , percentage of equipment nequipment , percentage of staff nsta f f , adverse event

rate rae and arrival rate mean µarrival (relative to the normal distribution with standard deviation equal to 4 hours).

Case study 1: ICU model sensitivity analysis
The ICU model sensitivity analysis was developed using the area method. This method defines sensitivity index value of each

parameter as the relation between the parameter variation area and total area. The areas comprise the surface between the

curves and base axis, parallel line to abscissa axis, which presents a constant value in the ordinate corresponding to the system

output referring to the base case
−→
β .

The base value for number of beds nbed is 10, percentage of equipment nequipment is 100%, percentage of staff nsta f f is

105%, adverse event rate rae is 12% and arrival rate mean µarrival is 36h. These values were defined empirically, considering

the desired operating conditions of the ICU (optimized base case). The scenarios are built modifying the parameters nbed (from

1 bed to 20 beds), nequipment (from 15% to 200%), nsta f f (from 15% to 200%), rae (from 12% to 24%) and µarrival (from 4h to

72h).

We simulate the ICU operation for a one year period. Considering the ICU optimized configuration (optimized base case),

an average of 193.79 patients were admitted to the ICU, who stayed hospitalized for about 8.49 days. The queue mean size was
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5.69 patients with approximately 8.67 beds utilization during the simulated period. The mean performance calculated using the

expression (4) was 74%.

Figure 6 refers to the base case spider diagram, in which the ICU working condition is regular. In Figure 6, the number of

beds nbed negative variation (in blue) generated the greater impact on performance. The parameters percentage of equipment

nequipment (in orange) and staff percentage nsta f f (in yellow) showed similar behavior, with a significant impact for values below

the base value. The adverse event rate rae (in purple) was only varied from 0% to 100%, since the estimated base value refers to

non-preventable events. The base value rae was equal to the smallest feasible value for the model in question. The increase in

adverse event rate by 100% led to a drop in performance greater than 10%. The arrival rate parameter µarrival mean variation

(in green) led to lower performance values in both contexts analysis (negative variation and positive variation).
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Figure 6. Spider-diagram of the ICU system for optimized base case.

From one-at-a-time measures, visually presented in the spider diagram in Figure 6, the area method was applied to

calculate the sensitivity indices. The values obtained were: (i) Sa
nbed

= 0.2556, (ii) Sa
nequipment

= 0.1904, (iii) Sa
nsta f f

= 0.1757,

(iv) Sa
rae

= 0.1121, and (v) Sa
µarrival

= 0.2662. The most sensitive parameter was µarrival , followed by the nbed . The sensitivity

index values are used to define system connections relevance values. In this way, after completing the sensitivity analysis step,

we can calculate the ICU system complexity.

Case study 2: ICU system complexity calculation
The complexity metric application using the expression (3) depends on the probability P(c) definition and the relevance γc

of the system connections. The probabilities of each connection type in the ICU system are presented in Table 3. The queue

connection probabilities were defined experimentally considering each patient priority. The experimental probability refers to

the number of patients per priority in the queue at each analyzed instant in regards to the total number of patients in the queue.

Probability values for resources and adverse events were defined according to the base case configuration.

connection c P(c)

patient priority 1 – queue 0.06

patient priority 2 – queue 0.40

patient priority 3 – queue 0.19

patient priority 4 – queue 0.29

patient priority 5 – queue 0.06

patient – bed 0.10

patient – equipment 0.09

patient – staff 0.09

patient – adverse event 0.12

Table 3. Occurrence probabilities of connections in ICU system.

With 10 beds in the proposed configuration, the patient connection probability to the bed is 0.1. Thus, each patient requires

an average of 0.09 of the total equipment and the total team workload. This value 0.09 refers to the uniform distribution
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U(6,12) mathematical expectation, used to define the equipment or staff quantity required by each patient. As for adverse

events, the connection probability refers to it’s rate, that is 0.12.

The system connections relevance γc was defined based on the parameters sensitivity indices. We check which parameters

directly influence each connection and thus define the relevance value γc, as shown in Table 4.

connection c γc

patient – queue Sa
µarrival

patient – bed Sa
nbed

patient – equipment Sa
nequipment

patient – staff Sa
nsta f f

patient – adverse event Sa
rae

Table 4. Connections relevance of the ICU system.

The complexity value was calculated from the system dynamics, using the expression (3). The optimized base case

complexity was ψ icu(c,γ) = 20.30 (considering the mean obtained after 100 system simulation repetitions for a one year

period). The value of ψ icu(c,γ) consists of the active connections evaluation during ICU operation, which are weighted by their

relevance. As the relevance γc of each connection is given by sensitivity indices, the metric ψ icu(c,γ) considers the external

environment influence on the system performance, observing the relationship between the parts and the whole.

The obtained complexity value (ψ icu(c,γ) = 20.30) can be understood when compared to complexity values from other

scenarios. We modified the arrival rate mean µarrival to analyze overload cases, as shown in Table 5. The impact of changing

the arrival rate was verified by simulating the scenarios α12h and α24h, since the number of resources and adverse events rate

were kept equal to the optimized base case α36h. The variables that make up the ICU performance measure, expressed by (4),

were obtained after simulating each scenario and their values are shown in Table 6.

base case condition nbed nequipment nsta f f rae µarrival

α12h overload 10 100% 105% 12% 12h

α24h overload 10 100% 105% 12% 24h

α36h regularity 10 100% 105% 12% 36h

Table 5. ICU system overload and regularity cases.

base case
admissions length of stay patients in queue beds in use performance

na ls[days] nq nb ηicu

α12h 179.64 9.75 244.09 9.31 0.56

α24h 194.80 8.98 58.44 9.22 0.64

α36h 193.79 8.49 5.69 8.67 0.74

Table 6. Simulation data of ICU performance components variables for overload and regularity cases.

Under overload condition, the performance values obtained were inferior to the optimized base case performance: 56%

relative to α12h and 64% relative to α24h. The Table 6 data indicate a queue size nq increase by more than 1000% and ICU

occupation above the recommended value (85%), since the ICU had 93.1% beds in use for the case α12h and 92.2% for the

case α24h. The average number of patients in the queue according to each priority is shown in Figure 7 and in Table 7. As the

available resources were insufficient to meet the demand, the number of patients in the queue increased significantly (and in a

non-linear manner) with the arrival rate mean reduction.

Based on Figure 7 and Table 7, we verified that the largest number of patients in the queue refers to priority 2 patients.

However, regarding the regularity case, these patients represented 38.01% of the total patients in the queue, while in overload

cases, priority 2 patients represented more than 60% of the total patients in the queue. The lowest values in Table 7 are priority

1 and priority 5 patients. Most of the priority 1 patients occupied ICU beds while priority 5 patients were the smallest group

with ICU beds demand. Both priority 3 and priority 4 patients percentage increased as the arrival rate mean also increased.
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Figure 7. Number of patients per priority in the ICU queue for base cases α36h, α24h and α12h.

patient number of patients in queue percentage of patients in queue

priority α12h α24h α36h α12h α24h α36h

1 26.71 0.97 0.38 10.94% 1.68% 6.83%

2 164.72 36.30 2.16 67.48% 62.13% 38.01%

3 24.62 10.28 1.07 10.09% 17.61% 18.95%

4 24.66 9.44 1.80 10.10% 16.16% 31.77%

5 3.36 1.42 0.25 1.39% 2.42% 4.44%

Table 7. Number/Percentage of patients by priority in ICU queue relative to overload and regularity cases.

The calculated complexity values for overload scenarios α12h and α24h were 153.42 and 62.34, respectively. The complexity

of these scenarios was 3 to 7.5× greater than the regularity scenario α36h complexity. The increase overload cases complexity

is due to the patient increase in the system. These patients may be waiting for bed in the admission queue (due to resources

unavailability) or inside the unit (generating a high resource utilization rate).

Discussion

The intensive care unit is a complex system composed of several connected and interdependent elements. Thus, when adverse

events occur, the entire system is affected. Prolonged hospitalizations are a stressful situation for the patient (and their families)

and for the staff. When these circumstances occur, part of the resources are allocated for a long period, which affects the

patients admission. Considering the ICU system relevance for health recovery, the system as a whole must show reliability and

robustness.

The ICU system shows robust behavior when: (i) the adverse events occurrence is reduced, (ii) the patients flow occurs

regularly, and (iii) the proper functioning is maintained even in instability situations, such as unexpected demand increase, lack

of human resources or equipment failure. To promote ICU system robustness, redundancy mechanisms can be adopted, such as

functional overlap between health professionals. In certain situations, these professionals may perform specific procedures in

common or use multifunctional critical care apparatus59–61. The redundancy implementation in the ICU allows an adequate

response to small disturbances and to the some of its components failure.

However, increasing ICU system elements to obtain redundancy increases its complexity level. Overload situations also lead

to increased complexity, as we’ve seen when simulating different patient arrivals rates. Thus, both the redundancy mechanisms

implementation and the ICU system exposure to different demand regimes can impact the value obtained for its complexity

ψ icu(c,γ).
We can investigate aspects related to ICU system robustness by observing the complexity variation. System changes, such

as idleness or overload, can affect the parameters sensitivity and the connections entropy. The robustness analysis, associated

with the specialists expertise in the critical care area, contributes to decision-making in the ICU systems management. These

decisions can improve the resources allocation and adjust the system’s operating rules.
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Overload situations in ICU systems can occur both during their routine operation and in exceptional situations, such as the

current COVID-19 pandemic. Individuals contaminated with new coronavirus or SARS-CoV-2 can present symptoms with

varying degrees of severity, from asymptomatic to serious cases, in which the patient develops acute respiratory syndrome

accompanied or not by other vital systems impairment. In severe cases, the patient’s admission to the ICU is recommended62, 63.

The high number of serious COVID-19 cases recorded in several countries in recent months has caused a situation of

generalized overload in health systems at a global level, especially those aimed at intensive care64. ICU occupation rates above

85% – reaching 100% in numerous cases – have been observed since the pandemic beginning65. The ICU systems overload

is addressed in studies performed in hospitals in China66 and the United States, the main pandemic epicenters67, 68, in Italy,

one most affected countries by the pandemic in contaminated percentage69, 70, in the Netherlands, Germany70 and around 216

countries analyzed by Rocks and Idriss (2020)71 and Sen-Crowe et al. (2021)64.

From the hierarchical organization of complex systems point of view, the ICU system has subsystems meanwhile is part

of a larger system: the hospital system. The ICU complexity increase can affect the entire hospital system complexity. The

proposed complexity metric can be used to evaluate the subsystem complexity relationship with the system that comprises

it. Regarding the internal dynamics, the proposed metric can contribute to the complexity evaluation when there are system

changes, such as lack of beds, lack or failure of equipment and lack of professionals. Future studies can also use the proposed

metric to measure the effect (in terms of complexity) of increasing demand for ICU beds, resulting from the growing number of

COVID-19 serious cases.

Conclusion

This work proposed a system complexity metric based on weighted connections. We use sensitivity indices to weight the

connections between system components. Thus, the influence of the external environment could be verified through the

sensitivity analysis. The simulation of the intensive care unit system provided us: (i) average number of patients admitted,

(ii) average ICU length of stay, (iii) number of patients by priority in the queue, and (iv) system resources usage. Using

the simulation data, we calculate the system performance, the ICU system’s parameters sensitivity and complexity, under

regularity and overload conditions. The intensive care unit presents complex system characteristics, as the interaction between

its components generates functionality (critical care) that is impossible to obtain by its parts separately. In addition, the ICU

system has the self-organizing characteristic, observed when professionals need to extend their working hours or when there

is a need for overlapping functional competencies. The hierarchical organization is also observable, given that the system’s

functioning and structures can be analyzed at different levels. Based on the results obtained in this work, we list some future

investigations: (i) sensitivity analysis and complexity study of idleness cases and system overload in comparison with the

regularity case, (ii) analysis regarding performance measure relations and system complexity, and (iii) metrics development to

define regions of system robustness.

Data Availability

Some or all data, models, or code that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon

request.
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